Soul Contract Revocations
By Andrew Bartzis, the Galactic Historian.
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Contract Removal for Media Systems
I call to all spiritual contracts that exist:
-within my past, present and future beings, selves and existences in this dimension and time
stream
-and all time streams above and below the Earth centric sine wave of co-existence.
At this exact moment, in the ever-present co-creating moment, I summon all DNA linage
ancestors to create a unified-proper spiritual court of equity so I may find remedy and resolve
with all contracts that have inserted fine print during the pre-birth and birth process.
I call forth the proper spiritual court of equity to hear my decree of contract removal.
I revoke all spiritual contracts with Earth based media systems using domination and control as a
means of energy harvesting, fear instigation or reality manipulation with energetic propaganda
technologies.
I call forth all ancestors of all soul relations to hold space in this spiritual court of equity. I call to
Earth Mother and all her light denizens within all inner and outer space to come forward and
occupy this spiritual court of equity. Oh great mystery who is the source of all power, I call to
you. Come with your sacred synchronicity so all beings may hold space with unity consciousness.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts with all media personalities that do not have full use of free
will and full knowledge of our DNA ancestry.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts with all media agencies, corporations, and media based
family crests.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contract assumptions, presumptions and statistical models that
predict my habit patterns through the use of commercial advertising intertwined with the
system of domination and control.
I do not consent to Etheric grid broadcasting over Public airwaves, television, internet, radio or
any other means or methods that propagate propaganda for mass consumption.
I do not consent to predictive modeling by Etheric or commercial means.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts with all media based sacred geometry buildings.
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I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts with:
-the sacred geometry media presidents
-shareholders
-news anchors
-news reporters
-pundits
-talking heads
-and all representations of government officials within the entire global media network.
You have no power over me with your presumptions of knowledge.
We are manifesting co-creating spirits.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts with:
-all news regurgitating systems
-crawlers
-websites
-search engines
-print media
-and all forms of Etheric propaganda used within all these systems.
I revoke all presumptions of consent with all media agencies.
I revoke all assumptions with all advertising agencies that are funded by the system of
domination and control.
I do not consent with any advertising systems targeting soul groups, soul migrations, or the
spiritual incarnation process.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts that limit the genetic free willed expression of all sentient
kind.
I revoke all spiritual contracts that define the media as our tellers of oral traditions or
generational teachers.
I revoke all contracts with the sacred geometry satellite broadcasting system.
I revoke all contracts with Etheric artificial intelligences that use sacred geometry satellite
systems as a means to hi-jack my information stream.
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I do not consent to psychic monitoring or influencing from any media system that services the
system of domination and control.
I hereby demand the instant removal of all broadcast based psychic parasites and their
propagation and harvesting system that creates herds of psychic parasites.
I revoke all contracts that use my life force as a false-form of consent for the propagation and
spreading of psychic parasite with all my DNA soul relations.
I hereby revoke all soul contracts that grant the media power to last beyond one generation of
history.
I demand all rights of generational knowledge be returned to the soul family structure.
I demand the return of our history in a complete and transparent manner, so there shall no
longer be secrets kept from our people.
I hereby revoke all rights, duties, responsibilities and current actions of all media personalities.
Your services are no longer required.
I revoke all privileges that grant the media families any power over my soul contracts, soul family
or soul based migration patterns.
I revoke all rights to any media system based in domination and control from ever returning
within my soul family structure of all past, present and future lives.
I hereby demand the instant cessation and removal of all false information from all media.
I hereby demand that any and all future distribution of information over all forms of media
absolutely embodies truth, integrity and transparency in perpetuity.
I hereby declare that Earth Mother is now in dominion with me for all local or mass media
information exchange systems.
I call forth all the ancestors to honor this reading of my free will and enter it into the Earth
Akashic record for all sentient kind to understand our freedom comes with the use of free will at
all times.
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Revocation of Banking systems
I call to all spiritual contracts that exist:
-within my past, present and future beings -selves and existences in this dimension and
time stream -all time streams above and below the Earth centric sine wave of coexistence.
At this exact moment in the ever-present co-creating moment:
I summon all DNA linage ancestors to create a unified-proper spiritual court of equity so
I may find remedy and resolve with all contracts that have inserted fine print during the
pre-birth and birth process.
I call to the 4 elements, Air, Earth, Water and Fire.
I call forth the spiritual court of equity with all ancestors in union with the migration
patterns of all soul family's incarnating on Earth Mother.
I call the primary ancestor spirits of Earth Mother to come into this spiritual court of
equity to hold space for the reading and removal of all contracts dealing with the
energetic exchange of value systems.
I call forth the Earth global dreamtime.
I call to the unified dreamtime societies of all Earth to come to this spiritual court of
equity to provide their complete wisdom to this sacred moment in which I reclaim my
sovereign spirit authority for all exchange of energy for value systems.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts with the primary banking families.
I revoke all spiritual contracts with all banking family crests.
I revoke, remove and dissolve all banking family trusts that use my name as a number
for energy harvesting.
I revoke all assumed rights used by the DNA based king-ship, lordship, or manor roll
contracts that function within all banking families.
I hereby state I do not consent to rule by the few. I do not consent to rule by the
banking families.
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I do not consent with the assumed authority of the banking families funding the free
court systems.
I revoke all rights, privileges and rules created by the family crest based or DNA linage
based banking families to dominate and control the free court system.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts that define the bank system as being intertwined
with my free will.
I revoke all fine print within all of my soul contracts past, present and future that deal
with any banking system as a 3d-matrix debt collection or energy harvesting system.
I demand the instant repayment of all energy and 3d matrix representations of value.
I do not consent to the use of corrupt courts as a means of judgment.
I revoke all rights of 3d based courts assumptions of power with any 3d exchange for
value systems created for the follies of the banking families.
I hereby revoke all consent of ink based, web based or energy based signature
harvesting systems.
I revoke all rights to use my 3d matrix signature to represent me in any court system,
spiritual or 3d matrix.
I do not consent to the use of my soul contracts as a means of energy harvesting from
any of the primary banking systems created by the primary soul contract holding
banking families.
I revoke all rights to use my name in any form of banking family coat of arms contracts.
I demand the instant and permanent erasure of all signatures used to represent me in
the banking exchange for value system.
I do not consent to the use of my life-force for any exchange for value banking system
that is not completely transparent with all transactions, spiritual or 3d-matrix.
I hereby state that all bank based buildings using sacred geometry have NO POWER over
my sovereign free will.
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I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts with all banking systems that use sacred geometry
as a means of energy harvesting or a tool for domination and control.

I revoke all rights, privileges and assumptions with all buildings that use sacred
geometry as fine print soul contract enforcement systems.
I do not consent to any sacred geometry building to house, hold or transfer any of my
life force to any banking system on all of Earths time lines and or co-existing dimensions.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts with all sacred geometry systems that use my life
force without direct consent from me and all of my soul family ancestors in complete
agreement.
I revoke all rights, assumptions and rules that create a new sacred geometry banking
system.
I hereby declare that all banking families and systems are now banished from operating
in secret, covert or overt ways to harvest my energy in any way shape or form.
I hereby declare that Earth Mother is now in dominion with me for all energy exchange
for value systems.
I call forth all the ancestors to honor this reading of my free will and enter it into the
Earth Akashic record for all sentient kind to understand our freedom comes with the
use of free will at all times.
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Revocation of Government
I call to all spiritual contracts that exist:
-within my past -present and future beings -selves and existence in this dimension and
time stream -all time streams above and below the Earth centric sine wave of coexistence. At this exact moment in the ever-present co-creating moment I summon all
DNA linage ancestors to create a unified-proper spiritual court of equity so I may find
remedy and resolve with all contracts that have inserted fine print during the pre-birth
and birth process.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts that deal with all government personalities elected
and un-elected.
I revoke all spiritual contracts with all family crest based government systems.
I revoke all rights, duties and responsibilities to all government entities that use my vote
as a means of energy harvesting.
I revoke all spiritual contracts with:
-every senator
-congressman
-ambassadors
-supreme court members
-presidents
-vice presidents
-and all cabinet members.
I revoke all spiritual contracts with every branch of government for all of my past,
present and future lives.
I do not consent to the rule of the privileged few.
I revoke all:
-rights
-responsibilities
-assumptions
-presumptions
-and signatures that retain me within the entirety of any or all:
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-governmental organizations
-family crests
-sacred geometry buildings,
-monuments
-memorials
-or military bases.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts with a corporate run government. I do not consent
to any form of corporate government that harvests energy from its people.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts with the Federal Reserve families.
I revoke all rights, assumptions and responsibilities with every member of the Federal
Reserve and exchange for value systems run by any government or corporate officials.
I revoke all spiritual contracts hidden within our government exchange for value
systems.
I revoke all spiritual contracts with all government offices that use sacred geometry
crests to retain power or insert fine print in soul contracts.
I revoke all rights, privileges, powers, assumed and un-assumed, consented and unconsented with every federal law enforcement branch that uses Federal Reserve energy
to support the system of domination and control.
I revoke all spiritual contracts that create consent for the government committees that
determine quality of life.
I revoke all rights, duties, responsibilities for all government systems that write laws that
effect my spiritual contracts without my direct consent from my total DNA linage
ancestors, past, present and future.
I revoke all spiritual contracts that enable the government to use time travel as a means
of domination and control.
I revoke all rights and duties of all time traveler personalities, operations, systems, past
present and future.
I demand the immediate return of all government time travel personalities to their right
and perfect time line.
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I revoke all rights with all technologies that alter dimensions, manipulate time streams
or do harm to any sentient life forms co-existing on Earth in all time lines and
dimensions.
I do not consent to time line wars.
I do not consent to mass propaganda.
I do not consent with war based industrial complexes.
I do not consent with the use of military to dominate and control.

I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts secretly interwoven into each and every law, past,
present and future.
I do not consent to the passing of laws that affect soul family migrations, soul family
immigration or systems that prevent me from uniting my complete and total soul
family.
I demand the instant return of all my soul family that has been denied the right to coexist with me for all my past, present and future lives.
I revoke all rights, rules and laws that define soul family on a 3d matrix level.
I return all definitions of soul family status to Earth Mother.
I revoke all rights to label soul families with sacred geometry linguistics that cross
dimensions or realities.
I revoke all spiritual contracts with all forms of sacred geometry linguistics past, present
and future.
I do not consent to the use of sacred geometry linguistics as a means of energy
harvesting.
I do not consent to the use of sacred geometry cities, infrastructure, linguistics or
artwork for the purpose of domination and control.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts that enable the government to dominate and
control all people on any time line or dimension in Earth Mother’s realms.
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I revoke all assumptions and presumptions of power and caste systems.
I revoke all spiritual contracts that define sentient life as cattle, or commerce.
I do not consent to my life force being used for any purpose that does not heal Earth
Mother and promote unity consciousness among all sentient kind living and co-existing
within Earth Mother.
I hereby declare that Earth Mother is now in dominion with me for all forms of global
government, interpersonal relations or galactic relations for all sentient kind existing
and co-existing on Earth Mother’s realms.
I call forth all the ancestors to honor this reading of my free will and enter it into the
Earth Akashic record for all sentient kind to understand our freedom comes with the
use of free will at all times.
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Soul Contract Revocation for the Divine Masculine
I call to all spiritual contracts that exist:
-within my past, present and future beings, -selves and existence in this dimension and
time stream
-and all time streams above and below the Earth centric sine wave of co-existence.
At this exact moment, in the ever-present co-creative moment, I summon all DNA
linage ancestors to create a unified-proper spiritual court of equity so I may find remedy
and resolve with all contracts that have inserted fine print during the pre-birth, birth
and puberty process. I call forth the proper spiritual court of equity to hear my decree
of contract removal.
I call forth all ancestors of all soul relations to hold space in this spiritual court of equity.
I call to Earth Mother and all her light denizens within all inner and outer space to come
forward and occupy this spiritual court of equity.
Oh great mystery who is the source of all power, I call to you. Come with your sacred
synchronicity so all beings may hold space with unity consciousness.
I call to Great Spirit who lives within Great Mystery. You the powers of mother Earth
manifested, I call to your wisdom, in this “I AM” moment.
Bless me as I walk this sacred soil. Bless me as I breathe your sacred air. Bless me as I
warm myself with sacred fire. Bless me with your sacred waters of life. Bless me as I
learn to walk with personal power.
Today I travel the great unknown, grant me the wisdom to be humble. Grant me the
wisdom to love, even when love is not returned. Grant me the knowledge to balance my
way of being. So I may heal my family, my tribe, my nation and our mother Earth.
“I am” ready to invoke my natural rights as a sovereign male being born to Earth mother
through a womb of a sacred feminine who was also born this way.
I invoke my natural rights as a being of Earth mother. I was born under the natural laws.
With this wisdom of my natural birth I now reclaim my place in the natural world.
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I revoke all energetic contracts with all people I have had sex with that was influenced
by propaganda based mass media or pornography. I return myself to the zero point of
the fetus in my mother’s womb.
I revoke all contracts with all perverted sacred masculine mystery schools who have
operated with false information or who have created a patriarchal dominated society.
I cancel, cure or delete all contract that perverts the sacred masculine during the birth
canal phase of life.
I revoke all spiritual contracts that create a sense of competition between the male
species when dealing with any sacred feminine expression. I revoke all cultural taboos
that create emotional distancing from women.
I revoke all perverted spiritual contracts that place me in the incorrect sex that I chose
before my birth.
I revoke all contracts that create perversion of the male expression of sensual behavior.
I revoke all contracts that house, hold, or store my sacred masculine energy to promote
male dominate sports, activities or entertainment that demoralize or degrade the
sacred feminine
I revoke all systems of patriarchal domination of the family unit. I return all definitions
of family to the Earth mother so remedy and resolve can be endeavored between all
families now healing the patriarch concepts.
I revoke all cultural contracts I incarnated or reincarnated with that create a male
dominated society structure. I return the sacred feminine to its right and proper place
as equal partners in this co-creation experience of life.
I revoke all spiritual contract with all religions I have existed in that do not give full
rights, duties and responsibility in total equity to the sacred feminine and masculine.
I revoke all spiritual contracts that retain me in any way shape or form or force me via
soul contract to serve in war. I delete all patriot programming that creates a lust for war.
I revoke all spiritual contracts that define the male as war oriented. I revoke all spiritual
contract with all governments that I have served in during all times of war.
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I revoke all spiritual contracts that create a war based male dominated military
industrial complex.
I revoke all contracts that create a male serving/servicing sex industry that dominates
women in any way shape or form.
I revoke all spiritual contracts that create a sense of uncleanliness within my sacred
masculine expression. I revoke all contracts that keep me trapped in shame, blame or
guilt created by perverted masculine or perverted feminine personalities.
I revoke all contracts with the incubus and succubus grids I may have dealt with in all of
my past, present and future lives. I hereby banish the entire incubus and succubus grid
from my reality for all eternity.
I hereby revoke my entire citizenship to all representations of kingship, dictatorship,
religious monarchies, religious councils or representative government concepts.
I hereby permanently remove myself from all dream time societies interwoven with the
system of domination and control that caused the erasure of our oral
teachers/historians throughout the entire indigenous world.
I hereby revoke every decision I have ever made while in service to the system of
domination and control. All decisions made for my by a Male soul contract holding
Representative of government are now placed in a proper spiritual court of equity with
all ancestors present so we may find remedy and resolve, not justice or judgment.
I now state with full sovereign conviction that I ______ ______ am now fully present in
the mighty I am self. I declare from this point forth, I now operate with a permanent
spiritual court of equity when relating to healing the divine masculine or feminine so
perversion never re-enters my field of expression.
I hereby declare that Earth Mother is now in dominion with me for all forms of
interpersonal relations for all sentient kind existing and co-existing on Earth Mother’s
realms.
I call forth all the ancestors to honor this reading of my free will and enter it into the
Earth Akashic record for all sentient kind to understand our freedom comes with the
use of free will at all times.
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Soul Contract Removal to Free the Divine Feminine
I call to all spiritual contracts that exist:
-within my past, present and future beings,
-selves and existence in this dimension and time stream
-and all time streams above and below the Earth centric sine wave of co-existence.
At this exact moment, in the ever-present co-creating moment,
I summon all DNA linage ancestors to create a unified-proper spiritual court of equity so
I may find remedy and resolve with all contracts that have inserted fine print during the
pre-birth and birth process.

I call forth the proper spiritual court of equity to hear my decree of contract removal.
I revoke all spiritual contracts with Earth based religions, cultures, belief systems and
industries that dominate and control the divine feminine power in our world and create
an energetic imbalance that effects every man woman and child on the planet.
I call forth all ancestors of all soul relations to hold space in this spiritual court of equity.
I call to Earth Mother and all her light denizens within all inner and outer space to come
forward and occupy this spiritual court of equity. Oh great mystery who is the source of
all power, I call to you.
Come with your sacred synchronicity so all beings may hold space with unity
consciousness.
I hereby revoke contracts of all religions and cultural belief systems that place the
feminine in a dominated position of inequality. These include the projections of unequal
pay, the inability for a woman to earn a living, own land or a business, or receive an
education of her choosing.
I do not consent to the feminist movement that was created and funded by the CIA to
separate a woman from her divine feminine power, foster a hatred for men and create
separation and division in the soul family unit.
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I hereby revoke all cultural belief systems that create the expectations of a “woman’s
duty” to hold an unrealistic burden alone and suffer in silence.
I do not consent to all social policing systems that have been put in place to make a
woman feel like she is too sensitive, too emotional, or out of control in the attempt at
gas lighting a woman’s soul to make her feel like she is unstable or insignificant.
I hereby revoke all contracts of cultural belief systems where female children are
murdered at birth, sexually mutilated as a supposed “rite of passage”, sold off into a
billion dollar child pornography industry, or trafficked as sex slaves.
I do not consent to the porn industry that has been the breeding ground for sexual
perversion spiritual contracts and the exploitation, degradation, victimization and
bastardization of the divine feminine power. I hereby revoke the following spiritual
sexual perversion contracts that are targeted at separating a woman from her divine
feminine power:
-all group sex and polyamorous programs that are all a perversion of divine sexuality
aimed at making a woman feel that she is somehow “not enough” -all double standards
in cultural belief systems where recreational sexual promiscuity, multiple wives, harems
and mistresses are allowed and celebrated for a man, but cause social ruin for a woman.
-all programs that create projections that men put on women while masturbating, as
well as perverted fantasies that are used as a barrier between the heart space of a man
and a woman in a sacred sexual bond.
I do not consent to these spiritual sexual perversion contracts. You have no power over
me. I hereby declare that Earth mother is in dominion with me, as well as my soul family
and my ancestors. I declare that I am now clean from these projections of sexual
perversion and I return to the source of innocence as a divine feminine sovereign being.
I hereby revoke all contracts and concepts created in innocence or blissfully ignorant
states of being. I hereby declare a new form of spiritual and physical cleanliness. I
revoke all previous self-created concepts of cleanliness and any perverted attachments
to myself. This new invocation of cleanliness removes all previous concepts of sacred
sexuality, sensuality, recreational sex. I bring them all back to the zero point of the fetus
in mother’s womb. I reconnect all my DNA strands to that of the heartbeat of Earth
mother.
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The sacred feminine is connected to her heart in her sacred feminine space and does
not deny her menstrual cycle, she accepts it as a time of introspection, retrospection
and reflection.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts with the entertainment and advertising industry
that has created programs of self-hatred, low self-esteem, self-medication, selfmutilation, eating disorders, etc.
I hereby revoke all spiritual contracts with the medical industry that have damaged a
woman’s health and ability to reproduce according to the natural laws of Earth Mother.
Birth control drugs, and other chemicals in our food water and air that cause sterility or
over-sexuality. As well as clothing that is damaging to a woman’s health such as bra’s,
heels, corsets, bound feet, and tampons.
I revoke all birthing contracts created through C-sections, pregnancy drugs, pre-natal x
rays, vaccinations, incubations, children who are not put on the mothers heart after
birth, removal of the placenta and cutting of the umbilical cord which can stay intact for
up to 4 days to allow for the child’s heart bond with the mother and father.
I revoke all contracts that force a woman to carry and birth a soul that is not of their cocreative divine choice with their selected or bonded sacred masculine. This includes
rape victims, teenage pregnancies and forced or arranged marriages. I return to Earth
mother the natural incarnation grid. I now permanently delete the reincarnation grid
from my soul existence.
I do not consent to all programs aimed at making a woman feel too fat, too thin, too
old, too young, too black, too white, too ethnic, too rich, too poor, or any projection at
all that makes a woman feel that she is somehow not good enough.
I hereby declare that I am more than good enough, I am infinite consciousness. I am
God Goddess incarnate. I am a sovereign being and I hereby reclaim my divine feminine
power in this spiritual court of equity.
I call forth all the ancestors to honor this reading of my free will and enter it into the
Earth Akashic record for all sentient kind to understand our freedom comes with the
use of free will at all times.
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